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mission schools is greater, and the course of study more
advanced, than a. any previous period. I am not aware
that any of the missionaries in the higher institutions
have proposed to abandon them on account of the new
state of things. While giving themselves cheerfully to
the imparting of the education which their pupils are
eager to acquire, they put forth resolute steady effort to
counteract the secularizing tendency of their studies.
The assembled school is opened with prayer, Scripture
lessons are given, and, taught as they are by Christians,
the pupils are under Christian influence during all their
school hours. It is common in the North-West, and I
suppose in other parts of India, to have services in the
schools on Sabbath morning, at which the attendance is
voluntary; and at Benares, at least, the attendance has
been very encouraging. Of late Sabbath schools, apart
from day schools, have been established in many mis-
sions, with every prospect of success. The attendance
is large, and in some places a number of parents are pre-
sent These schools are carried on largely on the English
and American model The international lessons are
used, pictures and books are given as prizes to attentive
scholars; and they have a yearly treat, in conducting
which care is taken against the violation of caste. The
American Episcopal missionaries have taken the lead in
this new departure.
It has been often remarked that our higher schools
can show very few converts. The conversions have not
been many, and yet they have not been so inconsiderable
in number as they have been represented. When we
look at our mission agents we find that a large proportion
of our most efficient men, Jhe men that have done the
best service, have come from these schools. At the great

